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Abstract: Dynamics in the higher education, internalisation and global economic turmoil drastically influences the research outcomes with implications to the global ranking of higher education institutions (HEIs) and the universities. National education policies and the ranking of higher education institutions (HEIs) are intertwined and mutually influence each other. In recent times, the global ranking by various organisations like QS, THE, and government agencies become proxy to conclude the excellence of a university. National Global, regional and national socio-economic-political concerns are influencing the functioning of universities with respect to international student recruitments. International student admissions also greatly contribute to the funds for the university and economy of the nations, simultaneously. This research paper is an investigative study of value creation in the university education systems and the impact of ranking and higher education policies.

In this paper, authors have highlighted a couple of key points. First of all, the universities have to acclimatize as per the global rankings standards and reinforce to become value creation centers, with more responsible towards the demands of society. The authors have highlighted about the convolution and challenges universities are facing and measures to deal with. The conscientious approach to the facades of new knowledge areas in the new global socio-economic milieu gives a tangible and relevance to the execution of responsible research and innovation with value co-creation in university systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Universities are likely to be questioning, experimenting, sprouting with openness to conclude that 'nothing-is-impossible'. They are also the universes of learning, endeavour new ideas, assorted thoughts, and dialogue on topics based out of new theories, cavernous thinking, research and data. One of the imperative functions of the university is research frameworks, patents, publications projects, consulting, new technologies, knowledge transfer delivered on the campus. The intangible stuffs produced by the university are to satisfy the requirement of the economies and the society. Numerous universities are perceived to be more specialised based on the performance in specific sphere and strengths. Universities have principally four natural dimensions like preparing students for employable, knowledge transfer to industry/business, evolving solutions to problem and serving the society. Although the university is considered as a system as per systems theory, the basic purposes of the university is creating better human values. The desire is to get better key supplies like students, teachers, staff and the funds essential for optimal performance of the university. This technique is apparent from the Triple Helix Model (Etkowitz, 2002) and Interdependence Model (Stevens & Bagby, 2001). These models guide to studies and other models for university-industry relationship. Simulating Knowledge Dynamics in Innovation Networks (SKIN) model makes an attempt to enhance our knowledge about the complicated practices in recent innovative research by scholars to stumble on solutions to complicated challenges.

Value creation in the university systems and the perception by peers swerve as per the value of supply inputs. Findings in research indicate that parameters used by ranking and accreditations authorities or agencies insist on universities to focus on the value creation inside the system and improving continuously. The findings stress on collaboration with researchers, educators and experts to authorize universities for meaningful contribution towards practical, functional societal issues and elevate the interest of scholars and the industry. A holistic approach is could do with the trans-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary curriculum in the university that tackle the gap between education-research-business and co-create values. Accomplishing the purpose in the evolving structures, cultures of the university system requires the pressures of change being exercised by altering the larger goals.

Impact of Global Rankings

In the 21st century, the world is inundated with the list of ranking and comparisons along with copious proportions. Some of these are based on irrefutable facts whereas few are also vague and prejudiced in their estimations. Subsequently, it is imperative to hold few perspectives when interpreting the ranking lists. Countries are accorded human development rankings, their knowledge economy, levels of global competitiveness, alleged levels of corruption etc.

The outburst of university rankings also indicate that we tend to exist and compete in a...
ranked world. It looks like unavoidable that universities subject themselves to comparative analytics, rankings for competitive advantage. Yet, institutions being a part of multifarious systems, it appears to be inevitable that rankings of universities is nothing but vitriolic.

Inevitably, use of benchmarking to weigh against nations, economies, passports etc., make things easier whereas they are intricate and dynamic in reality. With regards to universities, the pressure of comparisons infringes individual preferences to policies of countries, priorities, and even to the competitiveness. Therefore, the issue appears about whether universities need to be compared and ranked, or the methodologies adopted.

Institutions around the world that may not emerge in top list of universities by rankings but they continue their quest of educating and developing human capital and developing the society, aligned to sustainable development goals. Obsession about ascending in the league chart disregards the larger responsibility and purpose of vigorous education institutions.

Arguments of critics are that rankings portray universities interest away from teaching and social responsibility. It is believed that rankings support the advantages, the top 200 ranked institutions have. These institutions are old and established in the midst of more than 25,000 students, 2,500+ faculty members, with huge endowments and annual budgets. There is a diversion from the focal point of rankings that emphasise quality and not about the process followed. Both are reasonable issues. Frequently, the usages of ranking are criticised. Reckless use of rankings is a matter of huge concern, whereas the antidote to this predicament is to bring in more public education institutions but not to impede of rankings.

Other disparagement of conducting rankings is that they endorse building world-class institutions instead of building world-class education systems. This is one of the most critical issues of impact of rankings. This is also tricky to visualize the likelihood of having the world-class higher education systems with no world-class HEIs. Therefore the right question for the wrong reasons is the superficial separation between the two.

Finally, as rankings have an impact on generating funds and collaborations, there is a vicious inducement for universities to blow up their data to scale up the ladder of rankings, each year. Authenticating the validity of data shared by universities to ranking agencies is the key challenge that needs to be considered for transparency in ranking information systems.

Ranking of Universities and Higher Education Institutions

Academicians, researchers and experts were asked to answer the question on - How to create a more rational methodology to gauge the research conducted and patented in universities? University rankings are increasingly getting popular across the globe and at a regional level. Currently, all countries and regions have some kind of the ranking systems driven by accreditation agencies or research and commercial organisations, or the media. In India, the NIRF ranking system is operational for the last 3 years. Rankings are done with data collections on various parameters of the education system and used for specific and different purposes.

Rankings focus only in the top 200, out of approximately thousands of universities globally. Countries believe them as a dimension of their nation’s aspirations and potency. Universities exploit the rankings to outline performance goals and implement marketing actions. Educators exploit the rankings to uphold their certified status; the rankings give the students and parents to choose their prospective institution to study or research. Other stakeholders like Industry and funding agencies also use rankings to guide their judgments regarding collaborations and funding apportionments.

Prospective students have their specific needs, looking for evidence on a specific discipline of study, fee structure, employment prospects etc. associated with the HEIs of their choice based on rankings. A university that may be well-known for one or two disciplines may not be outstanding in all offered disciplines. Ascertaining further specifically, based on research conducted and disseminated can be a better way. Therefore, the ranking of universities may not be the most accurate technique to ascertain. We need to design multidimensional methodologies that will adapt to the complex nature of academic research of our universities.

II. THE DIFFERENTIATION PERSPECTIVE

The focal perspective on the evolution of tertiary education systems in the last decades has been important for addressing growth, internalisation and importance of innovation within the economy and society.

Among the various categories of HEIs, numerous structures of differentiation between teaching and research were determined, that disagree with the old standards of teaching and research. With the increasing importance of research for responsible innovation has distinguished completely different knowledge areas and knowledge creation. The principal course of applied research towards industrial development indicates the differentiation of diverse research purposes, followed by the importance of knowledge transfers, and patents for higher education institutions.

Other point of view came up with the beginning of the knowledge-based economy, with the new stress on vital role of higher education for progression of responsible research and innovation (RRI). The contribution to the national economy has been devised in addition to the earlier missions of teaching and research in higher education institutions.

University Value Chain Model

The value chain model developed by Khaled Abed Hutaibat’s (2011) broadly elucidate the value chain in the
higher education institutions and can be applied to the university systems. It is apparent that the approach in the model identifies 3 broad areas: perception of academic quality, research and teaching activities. Perception of academic quality includes the strength of the global academics. It also refers to topics such as the stiffness of financials, grants/funds, tension connecting teaching with research and continuous development of course curriculum as per evolving industry requirements. Research and teaching are the core operational activities and foremost strategic functions of universities. Teaching includes the actual classroom delivery/interactions but also the care outside the class room.

Fig 1: University Value Chain
Source: Khaled Abed Hutaibat, (2011, p. 218)

Knowledge Triangle Model
One of the growth drivers of the economy is higher education which is also a vital element of the knowledge triangle. The significance and quality of researches undertaken in universities is a critical indicator of the education system. The idea of research is extending from curiosity-driven to user-benefits. The model of the knowledge triangle (KT) focuses on the value of the three-way interrelations among elements, and on possible approaches to their amalgamation.

Fig. 2: Knowledge Triangle Models

Source: Authors development

The knowledge triangle mentions about interlink between education, research, innovation, three fundamental drivers the knowledge-based economy. In recent times, several models were emerged to demonstrate the practice of knowledge/value creation and its relevance through innovation. Nonetheless, the models share several inferences about the non-linear nature of innovation. Also, new knowledge is the source of innovation and new developments for innovation points towards new possibilities for research. This procedure is captured by the conception of the knowledge triangle model that highlights the encouraging benefits to be derived from strong links.

Impact of Policy Challenges
Here we are able to outline few main policy challenges that have to strengthen by the recent trends in supremacy of higher education towards enhanced autonomy of the HEIs. Primarily we are able to depict the characteristic of 2 layers of policies towards the knowledge-triangle. The foremost layer should result in changes of the structures along with activities with processes in the creation of recent forms of HEIs. The secondary layer focuses a lot on the interrelations of institutions with their milieu. The major policy challenges are seen in relation to the probability of influencing the autonomous institutes by different regulatory policies. Influencing the autonomous institutions might mean to the engage 3 components of the knowledge triangle, through review of each one. Policies measure the goals, standards, missions of institutions towards assessment and evaluation of governance structures.

The issue at this level concerns the prominence that ought to be set policy guidelines, relating to the Intellectual Property Rights (IPR), knowledge transfer, funding opportunities and policies about. Internships, employment, support for start-ups. The innovation systems connecting dots in the triple helix model of university-industry-government relations has diverse views towards recently developed to the quadruple and quintuple helix models. The colossal diversity of the higher education sector in several regions and countries is setting the firm conditions for policies, that generalise ‘one size fits all’ policies across these various spectrums.

In this paper, we propose a hierarchical approach with the multi-way interdependence of education - research, research - innovation, and education - innovation. From the literature reviews, we found several debates about how the performance can be influenced, and how certain structures
might manipulate the performance in the system.

- **Identifying Internal Value Chain**
  Higher education institutions ought to find out distinctive activities for co-creation of value in diverse modes. All these activities have specifically varied costs, cost drivers. Institutions should take a broad outlook on the unique value chain activities in the system. To understand the broader view, institutions should categorize value chain activities as procedural, structural and operational.

Procedural activities, like quality management which permeate all facets of operations and reveal the capability of the institution to achieve efficiency. Structurally, the numbers of campuses establish the basic economics of the institution. And operational activities, like making decisions about new course curriculum, delivery plans, and teaching are also the regular activities of the education institutions.

Generally, cost management functions focus more on operational actions which have unit and batch determined costs. Because, institutions usually tend to control operational costs, therefore, it is imperative to classify and focus management consideration towards the procedural cost drivers that represent the long term strategic goal of institutions. This builds the foundation of an institution’s competitive advantage.

- **Determining the Strategic Activities of value creation**
  To resolve strategic links of the value chain, higher education institutions should instigate to identify the features of its services that are weighed, perceived by the stakeholders and the features that they should build up to create value in the future. The features might embrace quality, suitable to specific needs and all tangible or intangible offerings of the institutions. Identifying important activities in the value chain provide a competitive advantage. Some universities seek to achieve competitive advantage by fulfilling the needs of students by integrating suitable modifications in developing new curriculum as per the evolving need of the business/industry, providing flexible learning systems for courses and delivery as well as support services. Thus, these actions are deemed as strategic in the university systems.

The function of research activities in a university remains a debatable issue while differentiating amid strategic and non-strategic activities. Institutions also need to identify non-strategic activities. The quests of novel knowledge all the way through research are decisive and characterize features for top universities. Research activities are expensive and time consuming. Even though the strong belief is that research augments the excellence of teaching, research is frequently associated with a de-emphasis on the quality of teaching.

- **Analysing the Costs to Activities for Value creation**
  With the identification of the value chain in the system, the operating costs, revenues, and assets are allocated. Every activity has costs which generate revenues and manage assets for value addition in the system. Techniques developed in the course of allotting costs to the right value creation are action based costing.

Identification of the value chain activities that cost drive cost may be an approach to understanding the cost and categorising into strategic and non-strategic activities. On the other hand, institutions should understand the value chain framework as a whole. It is necessary to acknowledge that, the volume is not the only realistic approach to justify cost behaviour.

- **Improving Value Chain Analysis**
  Institutions accomplish the aggressive competition by analysing and sustaining the value chain than the peers. Management of value chain means to boost the quality of services for competitive advantage. An Institution craving to outperform its peers needs to differentiate through higher quality deliveries in the value chain.

**Challenges in Analysing Value Chain in Education Systems**

Analysing the value chain is a foremost contrivance for strategic management and has numerous challenges. The conventional accounting methods were not intended to categorize costs with value creation activities. Amid use of information technology systems, the cost classification dilemmas can be resolved. Higher education institutions with complex value chains make the analysis more challenging. Sensing the opportunities, for-profit universities, target working professionals for online or weekend classroom programs. In addition, online platforms also offer education courses along with certification, in association with HEIs. Value additions are significant in enabling and competing with conventional educational institutions. Public universities need to satiate regulatory authorities, funding authorities and other stakeholders for its effectiveness and creation of value. The analysis is also used for determining at what point values are added in the value chain of the institution. All Institutions need to develop their resources and utilize effectively. Therefore analysing value chain is an important framework to aid these needs.

**III. CONCLUSION**

The outburst of significance in rankings has been transcended by the degree of criticism virtually from academics, policy-makers, development agencies, funding agencies and students. On positive note, rankings deal with the information on the feature of higher education institutions. The demand is significantly increased by the necessity to craft informed options of universities, in a milieu of massification and assortment of education providers. Students and parents use the rankings to have a preference where to study. Patrons and alumni draw on rankings to ascertain the best institute for their endowments in an attempt to apprehend the best prospective value for their funds. Whilst identifying collaborations, industry and business incubators etc. rankings and ranking parameters assist for taking decisions about the most capable partner institutions.

Furthermore Governments frequently use rankings to weigh the institutions and their global competitiveness. The criticism to abolish rankings advocates that the process of ranking encourage putting up global universities, not the
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education systems. Critics never suggest ‘how nations can accomplish and uphold the world class tag of their institutions boosting up the education system aligning with sustainable development goals’?

This empirical study concludes that the need for transforming Universities to value creation centers for the society. They should be the true centers of Scientifically Oriented Knowledge and Wisdom for the benefit of mankind. Catalysing innovation through the integration of the knowledge triangle model is incontrovertibly the logical continuance of the mutual efforts of the relevant stakeholders. Its suitable implementation is deliberated and in the process of refinement. The indubitable value creation by the university as an active player can be seen in today’s rapidly evolving world.
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